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Abstract— Among the advances in upper extremity pros-1

theses in the past decades, only a small portion of the2

results were obtained for partial hand prostheses, possibly3

due to the highly diverse partial hand presentations and4

limited space for component integration. In an attempt to5

address these challenges, this paper presents the design,6

construction, installation, and experimental characteriza-7

tion of a wrist-powered partial hand prosthesis developed8

in Shanghai Jiao Tong University (hereafter referred to as9

the JTP hand), customized for a specific amputee. The JTP10

hand possesses: 1) a continuum whiffle tree mechanism to11

allow adaptive grasping; 2) a force-magnifying partial gear12

pair to enhance the power of the grip; and 3) a phalange-13

embedded disengageable ratchet to enable or disable back-14

drivability. Various grasps and gestures were formed using15

the JTP hand. The obtained results suggest that the pro-16

posed design might be a viable option for patients with17

transmetacarpal amputation.18

Index Terms— Continuum mechanism, differential mech-19

anism, force magnification, partial hand prosthesis, whiffle20

tree mechanism.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

AN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL study estimated that approx-23

imately 1.6 million persons with limb loss were liv-24

ing in the United States in 2005 [1]. The primary causes25

leading to amputations were dysvascular diseases (54%) and26

trauma (45%). Among the amputations that involved the27

upper extremity, approximately 92% of the cases were partial28

hand amputations. Contrarily, among the advances in upper29

extremity prostheses in the past decades, only a small fraction30

of the results were obtained for partial hand prostheses.31
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Possible reasons for this discrepancy include at least the 32

following two aspects [2]. First, partial hand presentations 33

are anatomically highly diverse. Therefore, it is difficult to 34

standardize and scale a design. Second, the available space for 35

component integration is limited, which makes it challenging 36

to apply the solutions from the state-of-the-art prosthetic hands 37

and arms (e.g., the ones in [3]–[9]). 38

Partial hand amputations have different levels [10]: 39

i) transphalangeal amputation with spared thumb and loss 40

of one or multiple fingers (Type-I), ii) thenar amputation 41

with partial or complete loss of thumb (Type-II), iii) trans- 42

metacarpal distal amputation with resection across palm 43

(Type-III), and iv) transmetacarpal proximal amputation with 44

resection near the wrist (Type-IV). 45

It follows that due to the vulnerability of the digits, partial 46

hand amputations are much more common, and significantly 47

outnumber total hand and arm amputations. However, only a 48

relatively small number of partial hand prostheses have been 49

developed. 50

Partial hand prostheses can be either passive or active [2]. 51

Passive prostheses mainly include cosmetic fingers and oppo- 52

sition posts (or prehension posts) [10], [11]. The latter is a 53

mitt-like support that attaches the prosthesis (the thumb or the 54

fingers) to one’s stump so that the amputee can form oppo- 55

sition to handle and grip simple tools. For example, the 56

M-Thumb (Partial Hand Solutions LLC) is such a passive 57

opposition post with adjustable thumb position and resis- 58

tance. Active partial hand prostheses can be powered by 59

the body or externally. Their usefulness depends on properly 60

forming opposition with appropriate grip force, movement 61

speed and opening width. 62

Body-powered partial hand prostheses can use the shoulder, 63

wrist or finger. 64

• Shoulder-powered prostheses (e.g., the Robin Aids partial 65

hand [12] and the Handi-Hook from Hosmer Dorrance 66

Corp.) are now mostly obsolete due to the complicated 67

harness and the unnatural shoulder movements required 68

to activate the prostheses. 69

• Finger-powered prostheses include the Partial M-fingerTM
70

(Partial Hand Solutions LLC), the X-fingerTM (Didrick 71

Medical Inc.), the Naked FingerTM (Naked Prosthetics) 72
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Fig. 1. The JTP hand worn by a partial hand amputee with presentation
of the amputee’s partial hand.

and the Knick Finger (a 3D printable finger design from73

the E-NABLE community). However, these designs can74

suffer from a lack of useable grip force.75

• Wrist-powered prostheses include the pioneering design76

in [13] where a four-bar linkage was used to realize the77

wrist-driven open/close motions of the prosthetic hand.78

Linkage-based designs can also be found in [14] and [15]79

for different amputation conditions, and tendon actua-80

tion was shown to be effective in [16]. Commercial81

wrist-powered prostheses include the tendon-driven82

M-fingerTM (Partial Hand Solutions LLC), the linkage-83

based X-handTM (Didrick Medical Inc.), and various 3D84

printable hands from the E-NABLE community. The main85

disadvantages of the existing wrist-powered prostheses86

include i) constrained wrist movements for prostheses87

activation, ii) maintained wrist position for grip force88

preservation, and iii) plain cosmetic finishing.89

Externally powered partial hand prostheses use miniature90

motors to drive the prosthetic fingers. The recent advances91

in mechatronics make these kinds of prostheses possible.92

Examples of these prostheses include designs [17]–[20] from93

academia. The first clinically available powered partial hand94

prosthesis is the ProDigits design from the Touch Bionics95

Inc. (formerly the Touch EMAS) [21]. Other commercially96

available powered partial hand prostheses include the Vin-97

cent PartialTM from the Vincent Systems GmbH, the i-digits98

quantumTM from the Touch Bionics Inc, etc. These motor-99

driven prostheses are usually non-backdrivable and controlled100

by signals from force sensitive resistors or electromyogra-101

phy (EMG). In theory these prostheses can form dexterous102

grasps and gestures but in reality their performances are103

often overshadowed by i) the relatively small grip force104

associated with the torque-magnifying transmission, ii) high105

cost stemmed from the system complexity, iii) prolonged hand106

control training, iv) limited battery life, etc.107

After weighing the factors such as low output power from a108

miniature motor, low energy density of present battery, and the109

implementation challenges of EMG-based control, this paper110

presents the design, construction, installation, and experimen-111

tal characterization of the JTP hand, a wrist-powered partial112

hand prosthesis, shown in Fig. 1, developed at Shanghai Jiao113

Tong University and customized for a specific amputee, as 114

a case study. Aimed at improving the existing wrist-driven 115

partial hand prostheses, the JTP hand possesses i) a continuum 116

whiffle tree mechanism to allow adaptive grasping, ii) a force- 117

magnifying partial gear pair to enhance the power of the 118

grip, and iii) a disengageable phalange-embedded ratchet to 119

enable or disable backdrivability. Experimental characteriza- 120

tions show that various grasps and gestures were formed 121

using the JTP hand. The obtained results suggest that the 122

proposed design may become a viable option for patients with 123

transmetacarpal amputation. 124

This paper is organized as follows. With the design objec- 125

tives and an overview of the JTP hand summarized in 126

Section II, Section III describes the design process and the 127

components of the JTP hand in detail. Section IV presents 128

various experimental characterizations, and conclusions and 129

future work are summarized in Section V. 130

II. DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND OVERVIEW 131

Normally the wrist is considerably stronger than a finger 132

joint. Thus, the wrist is selected as the actuation source in 133

order to achieve a higher grip force. The JTP hand was thus 134

developed to provide prosthesis installation options for patients 135

with transmetacarpal distal or transmetacarpal proximal ampu- 136

tations (Type-III or Type-IV as explained in Section I). Several 137

design objectives were considered. 138

• Dimensions and kinematic structures of the JTP hand 139

should allow the prosthesis to resemble the healthy side 140

as similarly as possible. This resemblance concerns not 141

only the dimensions and joint positions of the fingers but 142

also their placements with respect to the stump. 143

• Total weight of the JTP hand should be less than 144

250 grams, which is about half the mass of a healthy 145

adult’s hand. 146

• There should be no protruding parts on the prosthetic 147

hand to improve the cosmetic appearance. 148

• The fingers should be non-backdrivable so that the wrist 149

does not need to maintain flexion to sustain the fingers’ 150

positions. 151

• The fingers could form adaptive grasps with enough grip 152

forces. 153

• The fingers should be covered by materials with high 154

friction for secure and stable grasps. 155

• Soft materials should be arranged inside the socket to 156

improve the wearer’s comfort. 157

The JTP hand, shown in Fig. 1, was then developed. The 158

JTP hand consists of i) the partial hand assembly, ii) the socket, 159

and iii) a forearm cuff with an integrated transmission module 160

for differential outputs. 161

Two disengageable ratchets were embedded inside the distal 162

phalanges of the index and the middle fingers to enable and 163

disable backdrivability. A force-magnifying partial gear pair 164

was integrated at the MCP (metacarpophalangeal) joints to 165

enhance grip power. Efforts were made in the design process 166

of the socket to ensure proper arrangement of the fingers. 167

A continuum whiffle tree mechanism that has elastic links 168

and no identifiable revolute joints was integrated inside the 169

forearm cuff transmission module to allow the fingers to form 170
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adaptive grasps. This mechanism was proposed as a two-stage171

continuum differential mechanism in [22] and [23]. Most of172

the existing wrist-driven partial hand prostheses directly con-173

nect the finger actuation strings to one spot in the forearm cuff.174

If these actuation strings are inextensible, when one or two175

strings are in tension, an amputee might not be able to continue176

to flex his/her wrist to close other fingers to form an adaptive177

grasp.178

III. DESIGN DESCRIPTIONS179

This section elaborates on the design process and compo-180

nent descriptions of the JTP hand. Section III.A describes the181

design approach used to ensure the prosthesis, once worn,182

would resemble the healthy hand as similarly as possible.183

Finger design optimization, ratchet integration and force mag-184

nifications are presented in Section III.B and Section III.C185

respectively. The continuum whiffle tree mechanism is186

explained in Section III.D to illustrate the design of the cuff-187

imbedded transmission module.188

A. Finger Placement and Intended Fitting Process189

The JTP hand, specifically customized for the amputee, was190

designed with a planned finger placement and intended stump191

fitting process. The goal was for the JTP hand, once worn,192

to resemble the other hand that is intact. The considerations193

presented here later become design constraints for several hand194

components as explained in later subsections.195

Both the intact hand and the stump of the amputee were196

first digitized (scanned and imported into CAD software)197

as shown in Fig. 2(a). Then the intact hand was mirrored198

and overlaid on the stump as shown in Fig. 2(b). Since the199

stump was surgically formed, it was difficult to identify an200

exact match with the corresponding hand geometric features201

(e.g., around the hand heel). The overlay in Fig. 2(b) was202

obtained via careful observation. Then, the outer form of the203

partial hand assembly was obtained by subtracting the stump204

from the mirrored intact hand as shown in Fig. 2(c). It can205

be seen that the top of the stump is very close to the MCP206

(metacarpophalangeal) joint of the index finger. This caused207

fine adjustments in the structure of the force magnification208

mechanism.209

All the hand components, as described in210

Section III.B and III.C, should be enveloped by the211

outer form of the partial hand assembly in Fig. 2(c). This212

envelopment has imposed a few design constraints on the213

linkages for the finger actuation.214

It was decided to not activate the DIP (distal interpha-215

langeal) joints to reduce the structural complexity. Then,216

the distal and the intermediate phalanges were used as-is from217

the scan. Locations of the PIP (proximal interphalangeal) and218

the MCP joints were estimated. The outer form of the partial219

hand was sliced and segmented to form the PIP and the MCP220

joints, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The lengths of the proximal221

phalanges are listed in Table I.222

Even before the internal structure of the JTP hand was223

designed, a process that fits the partial hand to the amputee’s224

stump was planned. Two matching holes were generated first225

Fig. 2. Placement and fitting of the JTP hand: (a) the intact hand and
the stump; (b) the intact hand is mirrored and overlaid on the stump;
(c) the outer form of the JTP hand; (d) fitting the JTP hand to the stump;
(e) determination of the wrist joint.

TABLE I
STRUCTURE PARAMETERS OF THE JTP HAND

in the scanned stump and the outer form of the partial hand 226

assembly. Then, the stump was printed and connected to the 227

fabricated partial hand assembly with two pins inserted in the 228

matching holes to fix the assembly precisely to the stump, as 229

shown in the left image of Fig. 2(d). A thermoplastic board 230

was heated and softened so that it could be closely wrapped 231

around the partial hand assembly and the stump to form the 232

socket, as shown in Fig. 2(d). The socket was cooled, rigidified 233

and attached to the hand assembly using a few screws. Then, 234

the printed stump was removed. When the socket is pried open 235

and worn on the amputee’s stump, the fingers and their joints 236

are believed to be at positions close to the original positions 237

of the lost half hand. 238

The JTP hand is powered by wrist flexion. It is also very 239

important to align the rotary wrist joint axis of the JTP hand 240
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Fig. 3. Design of the index finger: (a) structural form and (b) schematic.

to the amputee’s wrist joint. The places of the holes in the241

socket were only finalized when the JTP hand was worn by the242

amputee with a few trials of flexions and extensions, as shown243

in Fig. 2(e).244

Through this carefully planned fitting procedure, the JTP245

hand is fully customized to the specific amputee. The partial246

hand, once worn, will resemble the other hand that is intact.247

B. Design and Optimization of the Fingers248

Since the wrist flexion is the only power source for the JTP249

hand, it was decided that the PIP joints should be coupled250

to the MCP joints. Then the input from the wrist flexion251

generates four differential outputs via the continuum whiffle252

tree mechanism in the forearm cuff to drive the four fingers.253

The actuation scheme of the index finger is shown in Fig. 3.254

As a nitinol (nickel-titanium super-elastic alloy) rod pulls255

Gear-B, a torque mMC P is generated on the proximal phalange256

through the meshed Gear-A.257

The coupling between the PIP joints and the MCP joints is258

realized by a crossed coupling. This mechanism is commonly259

used in prosthetic hand designs. Examples of prostheses260

that use this mechanism include the i-limb hand (Touch261

Bionics Inc.), the Vincent hand (Vincent Systems GmbH),262

the Bebionic hand (RSL Steeper), and the ones from academia263

(e.g., the SVEN hand [24], the Montreal Hand [25], the Robo-264

naut hand [26], etc).265

The schematic of the index finger, together with the struc-266

tural parameters, is shown in Fig. 3(b). With an external267

force, ft ip , assumed at the fingertip perpendicular to the distal268

phalange, the driving torque, mMC P , can be obtained through269

the formulation in (1), concerning the force and moment270

equilibrium of the proximal phalange (the OC link) and the271

intermediate-distal phalange (the BCD link).272

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

mMC P + −−⇀
OC ×fC = 0

−−⇀
C B × fAB + −−⇀

C D ×ft ip = 0

fAB + fAB + (−fC) = 0

(1)273

Where fC is the force exerted on the OC link by the BCD link,274

and fAB is the force exerted on the BCD link by the coupler275

(the AB link).276

The structural parameters of the actuation linkage include 277

the lengths and the angles to specify the position of the crossed 278

coupler, namely, lO A , lAB , lBC , ϕ1 and ϕ2. The lengths of the 279

OC and the CD links are determined from the scan of the 280

hand. 281

The parameters (lO A, lAB , lBC , ϕ1 and ϕ2) should be 282

optimized so that the fingers respond to the actuation in a 283

desired way. Since the PIP joint is coupled to the MCP 284

joint, the optimization is conducted towards a consistent linear 285

mapping between the PIP and the MCP joints. Namely, in the 286

desired case, θMC P is equal to θP I P . Then, the cost function 287

can be formulated as follows, where θP I P is a function 288

of θMC P . 289

min

θMC P =90°∫

θMC P =0°

(θP I P (θMC P) − θMC P)2 (2) 290

The constraints to the optimization problem are formulated 291

as in (3). These constraints require that the finger can be fully 292

extended or clenched. 293
{

θP I P = 0°, when θMC P = 0°

θP I P = 90°, when θMC P = 90°
(3) 294

The reason for formulating such an optimization is as 295

follows. If the PIP joint is not approximately linearly coupled 296

to the MCP joint, due to the constraint in (3), for the same 297

amount of rotation in the MCP joint, the PIP joint would rotate 298

more and then less (or vice versa). In this case, it would be 299

more difficult for the amputee to produce subtle and well- 300

controlled grasps. As the wrist flexion is directly related to 301

the rotation of the MCP joints, a constant rotation speed in 302

the MCP joints should not be accompanied with faster and 303

then slower rotations in the PIP joints. Thus, the amputee 304

is better able to achieve secure grasps no matter to what 305

degree the fingers are extended or clenched. The optimization 306

is not conducted towards a higher fingertip force, because a 307

force magnifying mechanism, as presented in Section III.C 308

was integrated to increase the grip force. 309

The optimization was conducted via enumeration of the free 310

variables. Of the five parameters (lO A, lAB , lBC , ϕ1 and ϕ2), 311

only three are independent due to the two constraints listed 312

in (3). When lO A , lBC , and ϕ1 are enumerated, lAB and ϕ2 313

are first calculated using the two constraints in (3). The length 314

of the proximal phalange (lOC) is known. Then, the PIP joint 315

angle (θP I P ) is obtained for a given MCP joint angle (θMC P). 316

In addition, the cost function in (2) is calculated with the θMC P 317

discretized in increments of 5° from 0° to 90°. 318

The lower bounds, upper bounds and the final values of 319

the parameters (lO A, lBC , and ϕ1) are listed in Table I. 320

In the enumeration, the lengths were discretized in increments 321

of 0.1 mm with the angle discretized in increments of 5°. The 322

lower and the upper bounds were decided primarily to ensure 323

the links are all enveloped by the outer form of the finger. 324

With the singular designs removed, the optimized values, listed 325

in Table I, were obtained. 326

Using the optimized parameters, the rotation of the PIP joint 327

with respect to the MCP joint is plotted in Fig. 4. The fingertip 328

forces are also plotted, assuming 1 Nm actuation torque at the 329
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Fig. 4. PIP joint rotation and fingertip force plotted with respect to the
MCP joint angle.

MCP joints. From the results in Fig. 4, it can be seen that the330

PIP joint rotates almost linearly with the MCP joint.331

The optimization results of the index finger were also used332

for the middle, the ring and the little fingers. The rotations of333

the PIP joints and the fingertip forces with respect to the MCP334

joint rotations are similar to the results shown in Fig. 4.335

C. Disengageable Ratchet and Grip Force Magnification336

The PIP joint is coupled to the MCP joint and the MCP joint337

is actuated to close the finger to form grasps. Since the finger338

is thin relative to the palm, a half gear pair was implemented to339

make full use of the palm thickness, generating bigger driving340

torque for the MCP joint with the same pulling force from the341

actuation line.342

As shown in Fig. 5, Gear-A is attached to the proximal343

phalange with a pitch diameter of 9.5 mm. Gear-B has a pitch344

diameter of 10.5 mm. Both gears have a module of 0.5 mm.345

The arm, extended from Gear-B, has a length of 20 mm. The346

Gear-A was made smaller to limit the rotating range of Gear-B347

so that the 20 mm arm does not interfere with the stump.348

Gear-B’s arm is pulled by the actuation line, which is349

a nitinol (nickel-titanium super-elastic alloy) rod from the350

continuum whiffle tree mechanism inside the forearm cuff.351

The connection between the arm and the actuation rod is only352

one-way. Thus, one end of the rod can be pushed out from353

the revolute pin joint, as shown in the upper inset of Fig. 5(a).354

This feature prevents excessive compressive forces from being355

exerted on the actuation rods when the fingers are accidentally356

pushed close.357

Since the wrist flexes to actuate the JTP hand, it is highly358

desired that the fingers could be non-backdrivable or lockable359

so that grasps or gestures could be maintained without requir-360

ing continuous flexion forces from the wrist.361

With the coupler and the gear inside the proximal phalange,362

the distal and the intermediate phalanges are used to house the363

switching mechanism to engage or disengage a ratchet. The364

ratchet is fixedly attached to the intermediate phalange. The365

pawl is spring-loaded for constant engagement. A rod that366

protrudes from the switching mechanism pushes the pawl to367

disengage the ratchet. While the ratchet is engaged, the PIP368

Fig. 5. The disengageable ratchet and the gear pair for force
magnification: the ratchet (a) engaged and (b) disengaged.

and the MCP joints become non-backdrivable (the finger could 369

not be pried open). Once disengaged, the joints rotate freely. 370

The switching mechanism was cut from a retractable pen. 371

The design is patented by Parker Pen Co. [27]. The design 372

consists of a frame, a thruster, a translating cam, a rotary 373

cam and a spring. The rod is connected with the rotary cam. 374

The two cams form a two-configuration system where in one 375

position, the rod is retracted and in the other, the rod is 376

extended. 377

The thruster is connected with the fingertip. Clicked once, 378

the rod extends to disengage the ratchet. Clicked again, the rod 379

retracts and the pawl engages the ratchet. 380

A dent was produced on the phalange surface for holding 381

a pen to facilitate writing using the JTP hand, as shown in 382

Section IV.C. 383

D. Continuum Whiffle Tree Mechanism 384

The continuum whiffle tree mechanism was addressed as 385

a continuum differential mechanism in [22] and [23]. This 386

mechanism is a new type of differential mechanism that 387

generates differential outputs via structural deformations. The 388

working principle is explained as in Fig. 6(a). 389

The general basic form of the continuum differential mech- 390

anism consists of a base link, an end link, an input and two 391

output backbones. All the backbones are made from super- 392

elastic nitinol. They are attached to the end link and can slide 393

in holes in the base link. A force, fa , acts on the central 394

backbone as the input so that two outputs push two external 395

objects. When the load on the left is bigger, continuously 396

driving the input backbone bends all the backbones to generate 397

differential outputs. Then, the object on the right is pushed 398
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Fig. 6. Continuum whiffle tree mechanism: (a) a general basic form, and
(b) implementation in the forearm cuff of the JTP hand.

further. The continuum differential mechanism could provide399

pushing and pulling outputs, since the backbones can be400

pushed or pulled.401

On the other hand, the whiffle tree mechanism is an402

ancient device used in numerous mechanical applications for403

centuries. The use of this mechanism in prosthetic hands can404

be traced back to 1910s [28]. Later hand designs with the405

whiffle tree mechanism in its traditional form include the ones406

in [29]–[31].407

The presented continuum whiffle tree mechanism does not408

have identifiable revolute joints. It is advantageous in terms409

of structural simplicity, design compactness and light weight.410

Due to the backbones’ intrinsic elasticity, it does not require411

any tension-keeping components. And the mechanism’s intrin-412

sic elasticity will always restore it to the original pose.413

The wrist flexion drives four fingers. Hence, the continuum414

whiffle tree mechanism integrated inside the forearm cuff has415

two stages, leading to four outputs, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The416

base link is attached to the forearm cuff. An input backbone417

is attached to both the base link and Stage-1’s end link. When418

the forearm cuff is rotated during wrist flexion, attaching the419

input backbone to the base link is equivalent to pulling the420

input backbone if the forearm cuff were stationary. Two output421

backbones of Stage-1 act as the inputs backbones of Stage-2.422

Thus, four outputs are generated.423

Detailed modeling and analysis of the continuum differential424

mechanism can be found in [23], where the bent backbones425

are modeled as circular arcs.426

In the presented design, all the backbones are ∅1 mm427

nitinol rods. The distance between the four output backbones is428

15 mm. This was determined according to the finger separation429

and palm width of the amputee. Then, the width of the Stage-430

1 and Stage-2 structure can be determined, evenly distributing431

the backbones.432

The output backbone is pulled for approximately 20 mm433

to fully close a finger. When an adaptive grasp is formed434

Fig. 7. Bent statuses of the continuum whiffle tree mechanism:
(a) a Matlab simulation, (b) under an actual pinch pose.

for an object, the output backbones are pulled differently so 435

that the fingers are closed adaptively. Different pulling lengths 436

on the output backbones correspond to different bent shapes 437

of the continuum whiffle tree mechanism. The lengths of the 438

Stage-1 and the Stage-2 structures are checked to verify two 439

aspects. First, the forearm cuff should be big enough to house 440

the mechanism. Second, the biggest strain on the backbone 441

should be kept below the allowed limit for elastic deformations 442

when they are bent. The elastic strain of super-elastic nitinol 443

ranges from 4% to 6%. A 3% strain limit was used here. 444

The length of the Stage-1 structure was set to 20 mm, while 445

that of Stage-2 was 25 mm. The lengths were enumerated 446

from the possible values with increments of 5 mm. Then, 447

the bent shapes of the continuum whiffle tree mechanisms 448

were generated when the output backbones were pulled differ- 449

ently from 0 mm to 20 mm. A simulated hand pose is plotted 450

in Fig. 7(a), while an actual bent shape of the mechanism is 451

shown in Fig. 7(b) under a pinch pose for a bottle cap. 452

When the bent shapes of the mechanism are generated, 453

one constraint was used as follows. The difference in the 454

pulling lengths between adjacent output backbones should 455

be equal to or smaller than 10 mm. Without this constraint, 456

the mechanism would be considerably longer and the forearm 457

cuff would be unnecessarily big, simply to include the hand 458

poses that do not often occur in daily activities. 459

The generated bent shapes were overlaid on the forearm 460

cuff as shown in Fig. 6(b) to ensure the cuff is big enough to 461

house the continuum whiffle tree mechanism. 462

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATIONS 463

The JTP hand was mostly fabricated with 3D printing. 464

Critical transmission and actuation components were made 465

from stainless steel. Silicone rubber was placed between the 466

partial hand assembly and the stump inside the socket to 467

improve the wearing comfort. Its total weight is 245 grams. 468

Then the JTP was worn by an amputee and a series of 469

experiments were conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness 470

and usefulness of the JTP hand. The amputee is a 33-year- 471

old male who underwent transmetacarpal amputation on his 472

right hand in August 2015. The amputation resulted from 473

a work injury. Prior to the injury, the amputee was right- 474

handed. Before this research, he primarily used a cosmetic 475
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Fig. 8. The experimental setting for (a) grasp and (b) pinch force
measurements.

TABLE II
FORCES MEASURED FROM POWER GRASP AND PINCH

hand prosthesis and a simple opposition post. He has no476

experience with any active prosthesis.477

A. Grip and Pinch Forces478

It is paramount that the JTP hand can generate enough479

forces for various grasps and pinches. The force quantification480

was conducted first, as follows.481

As shown in Fig. 8(a), one force sensor (Nano 17 for six482

dimensional measurements from ATI Inc.) was installed inside483

a ball with a diameter of 73 mm. The ball that is at the size484

of a baseball was 3D printed as two pieces and assembled to485

both mounting surfaces of the force sensor. The amputee was486

asked to flex his wrist as hard as he could three times. The487

results are listed in Table II.488

The pinch experiment was conducted as shown in Fig. 8(b).489

The Nano 17 force sensor was installed inside a 3D-printed490

smaller ball with a diameter of 40 mm. The ball was placed491

at the fingertips of the amputee, and the amputee was asked492

to pinch as hard as he could three times. The pinching force493

results are also listed in Table II.494

Average forces of 15.5 N and 8.69 N for the power grasp495

and pinch respectively are considered well acceptable for most496

daily life activities.497

B. Hand Function Assessment498

Wearing the JTP hand, the amputee performed grasps and499

pinches easily with his wrist flexed. Depending on the objects500

Fig. 9. Function demonstrations: (a) grasps and pinches, and (b) the
SHAP test.

to be grasped or pinched, the wrist should flex in a range 501

from 10° to 40°. The outputs from the continuum whiffle 502

tree mechanism in the forearm cuff varied to form adaptive 503

grasps and natural-looking pinch poses, as shown in Fig. 9(a). 504

To increase friction during grasps and pinches, the finger 505

portions of a latex house-keeping glove were cut off and put 506

on the fingers of the JTP hand. Some of the objects grasped 507

are from the YCB object set [32]. 508

It was desired that the function of the JTP hand could be 509

systematically examined. To evaluate the functions of hand 510

prostheses, several measures have been established according 511

to a comprehensive survey and an initiative to unify such 512

measures [33], [34]. Due to the availability of the testing kit, 513

the Southampton Hand Assessment Procedure (SHAP) [35] 514

was followed in this study. 515

A SHAP kit was obtained as shown in Fig. 9(b). The 516

amputee was asked to perform two sets of tasks using the 517

JTP hand, following the SHAP test protocol. The SHAP test 518

is considered to provide quantitative and objective assessment. 519

The first set of tasks in the SHAP test is to grasp and 520

place 12 abstract objects from and to designated positions, 521

sometimes over an obstacle. The 12 abstract objects are 6 light 522

and 6 heavy objects with the identical shapes of i) sphere, 523

ii) small triangular prism, iii) thick cylinder, iv) rectangular 524

tube with handle, v) thin strip, and vi) thin plate. 525
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TABLE III
IOF AND FP SCORES FOR THE JPT HAND

AND THE VMG HAND IN [36]

The second set of tasks is to perform Activities of Daily526

Living (ADLs), including i) picking up coins and putting them527

into a jar, ii) undoing buttons, iii) cutting food, iv) picking up528

and flipping a piece of paper, v) opening a jar, vi) pouring529

water from a jug by holding the handle, vii) holding and530

pouring milk from a carton, viii) picking up and placing a531

jar with half-filled water, ix) picking up and placing a plate,532

x) turning a key, xi) pulling a zipper, xii) using a screwdriver,533

and xiii) turning a door handle.534

With the JTP hand, the amputee was able to perform all535

the SHAP tasks after using the prosthesis for a few hours.536

Representative grasps and motions during the test are shown537

in Fig. 9(b). His quick adaption could be partially due to the538

previous training he received from an occupational therapist539

on how to use a cosmetic prosthetic hand and a simple540

opposition post.541

The SHAP test provides an Index of Function (IoF) score to542

measure hand function. A healthy subject usually has an IoF543

score from 95 to 100. Lower IoF indicates severer impairment.544

The time needed to finish each task in the SHAP test is545

first used to calculate Functionality Profile (FP) scores for546

the power, spherical, extension, tripod, lateral and tip grasps.547

Then, the IoF scores are obtained from the FP scores. Details548

on determining the scores can be found in [35]. The IoF and FP549

scores for the amputee with the JTP hand are listed in Table III.550

The scores for the VMG (Vanderbilt Multi-grasp) hand551

from [36] are also listed in Table III for comparison. The552

scores are higher, possibly because the VMG hand has nine553

DoFs (Degrees of Freedom) driven by four servomotors under554

myoelectric control. After the transradial amputee participated555

in four training sessions spanning several weeks, it is under-556

standable that the use of the VMG hand leads to a higher557

IoF score than the JTP hand, which is purely mechanical and558

driven by wrist flexion.559

A multi-media extension is included to show the grasps,560

pinches and the SHAP test procedure using the JTP hand.561

For review purpose only, the video clip could also be562

conveniently accessed at: https://youtu.be/6njR7T9YTbA.563

Although the JTP hand is driven by wrist flexion, the564

pronation/supination of the wrist is still fully available. In the565

assessment, it was observed that the wrist’s flexion for566

the actuation of the JTP hand did not result in awkward poses567

of the torso or the arm. Apparently the amputee did not need568

to compensate for the wrist’s constrained movements.569

The amputee failed to grasp objects with diameters bigger570

than about two thirds of the maximal opening width of the571

thumb-JTP hand (namely, the width of the oblique arches).572

Fig. 10. Gestures and functions using the lockable fingers: (a) writing,
(b) typing, (c) weight (2kg) hanging, (d) mug holding, and (e) posing for
okay.

Due to the small size of the amputee’s original hand, he could 573

only grasp a soft ball (with a diameter of 96.5 mm) with 574

the JTP hand, as shown in Fig. 9(a). For bigger balls, it was 575

difficult for him to achieve a stable grasp. The reasons include 576

primarily two aspects: i) the DIP joints are fixed, and ii) the 577

PIP and the MCP joints are coupled. Ejection in grasps could 578

occur if the object to be grasped is too big. 579

The wrist needs to flex up to 40° to pinch small objects 580

(e.g. the two-finger pinch for a key). This creates a level of 581

discomfort due to the imperfect design of the socket. The 582

current socket fabrication emphasizes conformity to the stump 583

too much, and might have overlooked leaving enough room 584

for the stump to deform during wrist motions. 585

C. Lockable Fingers 586

The index and the middle fingers could be locked so 587

that they become non-backdrivable. Then, the amputee can 588

maintain grasps without keeping the wrist flexion/extension 589

positions. Namely, the grasps are formed by the thumb and 590

the locked index and/or middle fingers; the wrist is free to 591

move under this condition. 592

This feature allowed the JTP hand to form unique postures 593

to further expand its functions and uses, besides adaptive 594

grasps and pinches. 595

As shown in Fig. 10(a), the intact hand could close the index 596

and the middle fingers of the JTP hand to suitable angles so 597

that a pen could be held with the thumb. Dents were created 598
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on the surfaces of the index and the middle fingers to facilitate599

pen holding. Then, the amputee was able to write.600

The index finger could be locked at different angles so that601

the amputee could perform keyboard striking and posing for602

okay easily, as shown in Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(e). With the603

index and the middle fingers locked, he could also hold a mug604

with ease, as shown in Fig. 10(d).605

The lockable fingers are particularly useful in the scenario606

of weight hanging. As shown in Fig. 10(c), the two locked607

fingers could bear a weight of 2 kg (approximately 4 pounds).608

The extreme loading capacity was not tested because the JTP609

hand can easily be made stronger using industry-grade plastics,610

instead of thermoplastics from a 3D printer. While the weight611

and cost would be increased with the use of better plastics,612

design decisions will be made to balance these contradicting613

aspects.614

The weight hanging was not conducted when the JTP hand615

was worn by the amputee. Due to the imperfect design of the616

socket, the socket hurts the thumb near the thumb’s metacarpal617

area, when the weight was too heavy. Improvement on the618

socket fabrication is in due course.619

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK620

This paper reports the design, construction, installation, and

AQ:1

621

experimental characterizations of a wrist-powered, customized622

partial hand prosthesis, referred to as the JTP hand, developed623

at Shanghai Jiao Tong University. This development aims at624

providing one viable prosthesis option for transmetacarpal625

partial hand amputees.626

Three main features were integrated into the JTP hand:627

i) a continuum whiffle tree mechanism for adaptive grasps,628

ii) a force-magnifying partial gear pair for enhanced grip629

and pinch forces, and iii) a phalange-embedded disengage-630

able ratchet to enable or disable backdrivability. It has been631

demonstrated that various grasps, pinches and gestures can be632

formed using the JTP hand, indicating the practical value of633

this design.634

A few improvements are expected to be included in the near635

future. Passive distal interphalangeal joints are planned so that636

it is easier for an amputee to grasp large objects using the new637

JTP hand. Structural modifications need to be introduced to638

transform the current continuum whiffle tree mechanism into a639

layered configuration so that the size of the forearm cuff can be640

reduced. The socket design should be substantially improved641

to increase the comfort while wearing the JTP hand. In addi-642

tion, it is also desired to make the JTP hand lighter (e.g., below643

200 grams) and stronger by trimming the internal structures644

and using plastics components made from injection molding.645
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